Abstract: A cloud-based big data sharing system utilizes a storage facility from a cloud service provider to share data with legitimate users. In traditional solutions, cloud provider stores the shared data in the huge data point outside the trusted authority of the data owner, which may produce insecurity for information confidentiality. In order to overcome this Enhanced Secret Sharing Cluster Key management (ESSCK) protocol is proposed. For this purpose first, an Enhanced Secret Sharing scheme is used to construct faster encryption and decryption process. Second, a Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) is used to process a simple and effective key numbering method. By using this technique the new user and the previous user cannot predict the new key from the cloud. To meet the protocol forward security and backward security the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) method is proposed.

Simulation results using CloudSim tool is used to shows that, LKH has improved security and the protocol ESSCK could significantly reduce the computation cost of cluster user in the rekeying process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Big data means storing large amount of data, in which the data can be “structured, semi-structured and unstructured data” collected from the different sources at rapid speed. The big data scanning helps the institution to stay active, work faster, it is a profitable, and also deliver percipient to find and increase in efficiency. But the usual storage devices are not comfortable in support of the big data because of its less memory space. To have an improved different storing and processing of big data, the Cloud Computing was developed.

Cloud Computing is a new enumerating model, in whole all the resources are stored in a form of cloud through Internet. The cloud resources can be exploited to many operations and services dynamically. Cloud computing also entrust remote services with a user's data, software and calculation. Cloud computing consists of hardware and software resources and made obtainable on the Internet, which is managed by the third-party services. Cloud computing also supports for scalability, so it is possible to store huge amount of data in the cloud.
While using big data in cloud, Cloud security is an important issue when storing and accessing the information in cloud. So, the security requirements must dramatically increase while accumulate the individual data on cloud environment.

Build precautions device for cloud storage space is not an easy task. Because the collective information on the cloud is not in be in a command of genuine participants, and the cluster records should be working on the command of the legal user. And there must be protective steps to be taken for information privacy, honesty, verification and safety.

II Literature Review

Cloud Computing are vulnerable against security attacks. While, rising amount of party, devices and application inside the cloud, it leads to the unpredictable expansion of records in authorization point, which makes it extra complicated to have proper access control. The shared data on the cloud can be adapted by the cloud supplier or by system attackers, resulting in loss of data. Defending the collective data from illegal deletion, alteration and production is a complicated task. There is a difficulty of forward and backward protection during the cluster key management which need a little adding just before the protocol, to have a well-organized dynamic method of cluster client. The significant challenge is to create the safe and well-organized algorithm for security in cloud.

Disadvantage

- There is a problem of forward and backward security in the group key management.
- Only static members are used in the group for sharing the data.

III Working of ESSCK Protocol Model

To enable the benefits of the big data technologies, security and privacy issues is addressed first and then the support security services cluster key management techniques is used. This deals with a solution for the forward and backward security for cloud computing in big data.

Proposed method uses an Enhanced Secret Sharing Cluster Key management (ESSCK) protocol. Where, two separate methods are used for securing the data in sharing system. First method used is secure cluster key management technique to defend the pooled data with the key and carry out the encryption and decryption process. Second method clusters key to generally manage the independent third party. Right of entry to be in charge of make the information to be access only by the genuine user.

To address the forward and backward security problem while sharing the data, a simple and efficient Logical Key Hierarchy technique is used. Here, as soon as a associate join in the cluster otherwise leaves the cluster the cluster key must be changed. As soon as a associate joins a cluster, the novel client cannot acquire the preceding cluster key, which is called as backward security. On the previous hand when a client leaves a cluster he can economically compute the novel key, once a leaving client cannot acquire a cluster key is called as forward security. Not only satisfy the security restriction, it also minimizes the computation charge along with storage price of the rekeying process.

Advantage

- Dynamic group members are used in the group key management technique.
- Here the forward security and backward security was obtained.
- Rekeying process is used to generate the new key.
IV Conclusion

To solve the problem of forward as well as backward security during the key sharing method based on the LKH method, An Enhanced Secret Sharing Cluster Key Management Protocol based on a new secret-sharing scheme proposed. Firstly, by designing a new secret sharing scheme, it is an efficient encryption and decryption algorithm. The ESSCK scheme is also extra resourceful on the cluster-client side. On the basis of ensuring protection, the effectiveness of decrypting rekeying messages by cluster clients is enhanced. According to the testing results, the future protocol can extensively decrease the estimate cost of cluster clients in the rekeying method.

Future Work

In future, Enhanced One way Functional Tree (EOFT) can be used for better performance than the LKH algorithm. In EOFT a unique secret key is shared to the new client. EOFT will not modify all the keys in the cluster which the client knows, whereas the LKH changes all the keys in the cluster, when a client joins or leaves a cluster. Since the EOFT will not use the keys to encrypt any message, it will not alter the keys supplied to the cluster clients. So for better Key generation and Key distribution process EOFT can be used for the future work.
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